MATH MAJOR
SUMMER EXPERIENCES PANEL

Find out about summer REU (Research Experiences for Undergraduates) and internship opportunities from some of our very own Math Majors. These students participated in exciting and enriching research and internships over the summer of 2018, and they are eager to share their experiences. Please join us!

Student Panelists

Junyan Duan ’19: SMALL Undergraduate Research Project on Mathematical Ecology at Williams College in Williamstown, Massachusetts

Natalie Meacham ’19: Markov Chains REU at University of Connecticut

Aisha Mechery ’20: Summer @ICERM 2018 on Low Dimensional Topology and Geometry at Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island

Kat Margaret Phifer ’19: Theatrical Administrative and Accounting Intern at Virginia Repertory Theatre in Richmond, Virginia

Sanjana Sen ’19: Planning Intern at Outdoor Voices in Austin, Texas

Ceci Silberstein HC ’19: “Understanding the Arctic as a System” REU Program at the University of Alaska Fairbanks

Jwahir Sundai ’19: Information Technology Risk Mitigation Intern at Eaton Vance in Boston, Massachusetts

Jenny Wang ’21: Software Engineer Intern at Fidelity Investments in Boston, Massachusetts

Cheyenne Zhang ’20: IAS/Park City Mathematics Institute (PCMI) Summer Session with a research theme in Harmonic Analysis

Wednesday, September 26, 2018
7:00 pm in Park 338